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or to furnish that help, without which the new State would
hardly be able to struggle on. There was no Government
machinery, no serious political or military organization
of any kind. The German military authorities had fled
almost in panic, leaving the whole administration in a
state of chaos. Thousands of their unhappy soldiers were
left behind without any instructions or the means of return-
ing to Germany. One of Pilsudski's first tasks was to
arrange for their peaceful return. The political future of
the country was uncertain. The National Committee in
Paris insisted on being recognized as a de iurae Government.
The French were willing to recognize them as such, and
were only prevented by British caution from doing it.
Such a recognition would have brought about the menace
of dual government, which might have led to civil war.
The country was divided into the landed and bourgeois
classes who sympathized with the Entente on the one hand,
and on the other, the mass of workers, small shopkeepers
and soldiers, who followed Pilsudski. Pilsudski could pride
himself on holding Poland ; the Committee in Paris had
the aid and the assistance of the Allies, and neither could
exist without the other. Paderewski would have to be
the ambassador of peace who should bridge the gulf between
DmowsH on the one hand and Pilsudski on the other :
between Poland in the East and Poland in the West.
IV
A meeting betweenPaderewski and Pilsudski was arranged.
It was to take place at Pilsudski's residence, the Belvedere.
This was an eighteenth-century palace, backing on to
Lazienki, the lovely rococo park of Poland's most delightful
rococo king, Poniatowski. The route lay through one of
the main thoroughfares of the city, the long Ujazdowska
Avenue, flanked by the elegant villas and mansions of
Warsaw's plutocracy, and with rows of huge trees down the
middle. The trees looked black and bare under a lowering

